Effect of average velocity of passenger cars on national annual emission of pollutants

The paper presents the results of the study on the sensitivity of the national annual emission of pollutants from passenger cars to their average velocity under the following traffic conditions: urban, rural, and on motorways and expressways. The study was carried out in accordance with the methodology used in the COPERT 4 software. The effect of traffic speed within cumulated categories of passenger cars on the national emission of pollutants was analyzed. The national annual pollutant emission of pollutants was found to be substantially affected by the average car velocity, this effect being largely differentiated due to the character of road traffic. The type of the dependence of the national annual pollutant emission on the average velocity is similar for all substances, especially under traffic conditions in rural areas as well as on highways and expressways. A distinct minimum of the national pollutant emission was found at a velocity of about 70 km/h under rural conditions.
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1. Introduction

It is well known, that the performance parameters of internal combustion engines are dependent, sometimes decided, on the operating conditions of engines [6, 7]. Emission of pollutants is particularly strongly dependent on engine operating conditions, due to both the values describing dynamic states, and the occurrence of dynamic states [6, 7]. The emission of pollutants is most sensitive to the engine operating conditions in the case of spark ignition engines [6]. In the case of compression ignition engines, the process of vehicle velocity may vary greatly depending upon the traffic pattern. Typically, the following traffic patterns of vehicles have been distinguished [1–3, 6, 8–12, 16]:

- urban,
- rural,
- on highways and motorways.

Sometimes, the traffic pattern in the street congestion situation may be disengaged from the model of urban traffic [3].

Therefore, for the purpose of balancing pollutant emission as well as fuel and energy consumption, the state of vehicle engine operation under conditions of traction use can be characterized by the share of road travelled by vehicles under model traffic conditions, and by the value describing the velocity process under model traffic conditions. As this value, taken as a representative zero-dimensional characteristics of the process of driving velocity, the value of average velocity is most often adopted [2, 5, 6, 8–13]. Other zero-dimensional characteristics of velocity [6, 13] were also considered, including, first of all, the average value of the absolute value of the product of velocity and acceleration [2, 6, 13], albeit the above characteristic is applied solely in the cognitive studies, and not in the practical ones.

Practical tests of pollutant emission from vehicle engines, use characteristics which are dependencies of the specific distance emission of pollutants on the average velocity of vehicles [2, 4–6, 9–13]. These characteristics describe the velocity process under model traffic conditions. As this value, taken as a representative zero-dimensional characteristics of the process of driving velocity, the value of average velocity is most often adopted [2, 5, 6, 8–13]. Other zero-dimensional characteristics of velocity [6, 13] were also considered, including, first of all, the average value of the absolute value of the product of velocity and acceleration [2, 6, 13], albeit the above characteristic is applied solely in the cognitive studies, and not in the practical ones.

The objective of the study – apart from a cognitive one – was also the practical one, as the selection of values of the average velocity of vehicles under model conditions is extremely difficult, owing to the lack of sufficiently systematic results of empirical study, which would allow for a reliable identification of the above mentioned values.

Consequently, it is advisable to estimate the sensitivity of the modelled national annual emission of pollutants emission from motor vehicles to the average vehicle velocity under model traffic conditions.

2. The COPERT software

The COPERT 4 [9–11], applied in this study, is the software of preference in the European Union, for inventoring emission from motor vehicles [16].
The study was performed for the automotive situation in 2015. Table 1 shows the values for passenger car traffic in 2015, based on data reported in [1].

Table 1. Values characterizing passenger car traffic in Poland in 2015

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>N_{PC}</th>
<th>[mln]</th>
<th>20.52</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>N_{PC-SI}</td>
<td></td>
<td>14.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N_{PC-CI}</td>
<td></td>
<td>5.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC-SI}</td>
<td>[km]</td>
<td>5900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P_{PC-CI}</td>
<td>[km]</td>
<td>12300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u_{U}</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u_{R}</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>u_{H}</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_{U}</td>
<td>[km/h]</td>
<td>31.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_{R}</td>
<td>[km/h]</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v_{H}</td>
<td>[km/h]</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The remaining parameters of the model were assumed in accordance with those suggested by the COPERT 4 software.

3. Results of simulation study

In the paper, the results are presented of three simulations studies – schematic of the studies is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Schematic of studies Nos 1, 2 and 3

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Study No 1</th>
<th>Study No 2</th>
<th>Study No 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>v_{U} [km/h]</td>
<td>v_{R} [km/h]</td>
<td>v_{H} [km/h]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>41.5</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The average velocity of vehicles was assumed as a variable, respectively, under conditions of urban traffic in the study No 1, under rural traffic – in the study No 2, and under conditions of traffic on highways and expressways – in the study No 3.

The results of the simulation study for selected pollutants are illustrated in Figures 1–21.

There is a significant similarity between the characteristics of the vehicle traffic conditions. For urban traffic conditions, the sensitivity of national annual emission is insensitive to average velocity. For traffic rural conditions, there is a clear minimum national annual emission for average velocity of around 70 km/h. For traffic conditions on highways and expressways, national annual emission is an increasing function of average velocity.
Evolution of national annual pollutant emission from motor vehicles in Poland

Fig. 5. Dependence of the national annual emission of volatile organic compounds from passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of rural traffic

Fig. 6. Dependence of the national annual emission of volatile organic compounds from passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of traffic on highways and expressways

Fig. 7. Dependence of the national annual emission of nitrogen oxides from passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of urban traffic

Fig. 8. Dependence of the national annual emission of nitrogen oxides from passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of rural traffic

Fig. 9. Dependence of the national annual emission of nitrogen oxides from passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of traffic on highways and expressways

Fig. 10. Dependence of the national annual emission of particulate matter PM10 from tribological elements of passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of urban traffic

Fig. 11. Dependence of the national annual emission of particulate matter PM10 from tribological elements of passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of rural traffic

Fig. 12. Dependence of the national annual emission of particulate matter PM10 from tribological elements of passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of traffic on highways and expressways
Evolution of national annual pollutant emission from motor vehicles in Poland

Fig. 13. Dependence of the national annual emission of particulate matter PM2.5 from tribological elements of passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of urban traffic

Fig. 14. Dependence of the national annual emission of particulate matter PM2.5 from tribological elements of passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of rural traffic

Fig. 15. Dependence of the national annual emission of particulate matter PM2.5 from tribological elements of passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of traffic on highways and expressways

Fig. 16. Dependence of the national annual emission of particulate matter from the exhaust system of passenger car engines upon the average velocity, under model conditions of urban traffic

Fig. 17. Dependence of the national annual emission of particulate matter from the exhaust system of passenger car engines upon the average velocity, under model conditions of rural traffic

Fig. 18. Dependence of the national annual emission of particulate matter from the exhaust system of passenger car engines upon the average velocity, under model conditions of traffic on highways and expressways

Fig. 19. Dependence of the national annual emission of carbon dioxide from passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of urban traffic

Fig. 20. Dependence of the national annual emission of carbon dioxide from passenger cars upon the average velocity, under model conditions of rural traffic
4. Conclusions
The simulative study on the dependence of national annual pollutant emission from passenger cars on the average vehicle velocity under model traffic conditions authorize the following conclusions:
1. Despite the differences in the dependencies shown in Figures 1–21, some regularities can be stated. Much smaller differences exist in the characteristics of individual substances than in the conditions of vehicle traffic. There is a substantial similarity of dependence – irrespective of pollution type – for traffic conditions: urban, rural, and on motorways and expressways. The most differing dependencies, among the remaining characteristics, are those for the rural traffic.
2. The highest sensitivity of the national annual pollutant emission to the average velocity of road traffic was found for practically all substances under conditions of rural traffic, while – for some substances – under conditions of traffic on highways and expressways.
3. General conclusions based on the studies conducted show, that the estimation of average velocity values under model traffic conditions, for the purpose of quantifying emission from motor vehicles, can be a source of significant uncertainty in modeling results. This justifies the expediency of implementing an empirical research programme for vehicle traffic on a scale so that it is possible to formulate reliable conclusions about the representative characteristics of passenger car traffic.

Nomenclature

- **b**: specific distance emission
- **CI**: compression ignition
- **E**: national annual emission
- **H**: highway
- **N**: number of vehicles per cumulated category
- **p**: annual mileage of vehicles per cumulated category
- **PC**: passenger cars
- **PC-CI**: passenger cars – compression ignition (engine)
- **PC-SI**: passenger cars – spark ignition (engine)
- **R**: rural
- **T**: total (vehicles)
- **u**: share of road travelled by vehicles per cumulated category under model traffic conditions
- **U**: urban
- **v**: average velocity of vehicles per cumulated category
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